
 

 



 

 

 

A legend was born as a woman with flaming red 

hair rode across the plains where only men would 

roam. 

 

Her spirit was proclaimed as a legend that brought 

forth the spirit of wild and free. 

 

Acknowledged through time her courage was 

identified through the ages as the Archetype of 

willpower. 

 

No 1 Woman with a Horse: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Pencil on Paper 

Size: 57cm x 38cm 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

A Balkan Village came alive under the skillful 

creation of Bulgarian EDGIC Artist, Ivan 

Alexiev to excite the viewer to explore the 

intricacies of a culture unknown to the western 

world. 

 

People of any culture acquire a set of stories, 

poems and proverbs that they loved hearing to 

keep the memory of past events alive for the 

future generations 

 

No 2 Balkan Village: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Tempera on Cardboard 

Size: 50cm x 70cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Letting the mind jump from point to point 

Cityscapes opens you to the power of exploration 

while participating in the game of life. 
 

Observation of the rituals of others can no longer 

be an option when you cast your eyes into the 

centre of Bulgarian EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev 

Cityscape art. 

 

His keenness to take you beyond what appears to 

be normal titillate your imagination into the 

concept of merging with the unknown to familiarize 

your memory with feelings of deja vu 

 

 

No 3 European City Scape: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Watercolour on Paper 

Size: 59cm x 42cm 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Be immediately transported into the world of 

“anything’s possible” when you gaze into Bulgarian 

selected EDGIC Artist, Ivan Alexiev Paris City 

Houses artwork. 

 

Over the years the creative diet was always satiated 

when people viewed documentaries and films set in 

Paris. People of all cultures appreciate the 

romanticism of this city as it epitomizes the eclectic 

and often eccentric aspects of human nature, which 

many wish to express and yet few are able. 

 

To Own Paris City Houses will imbue your world 

with the power of innocence and wonder while 

supporting the magnificence of your dreams into 

manifestation. 

 

No 4 Paris City Houses: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Watercolour on Cardboard 

Size: 71cm x 50cm 

 

 

 
 



 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Bulgarian selected EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev 

began working as a fine artist in Europe and can 

now be found also working as a Concept Artist for 

various film productions in Hollywood. 

 

Many of Ivan Alexiev’s artworks are held in 

private collections located globally including 

Switzerland, Sweden, France, Austria, Denmark 

and the United Kingdom. 

 

No 5 The Houses built of colour: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Mixed Media 

Size: 50cm x 70cm 

 

 



 

 

 

Born from the urge to create and document 

European culture selected EDGIC Artist Ivan 

Alexiev takes you into a summer scene in the 

Netherlands. 

The Netherlands is so closely associated with 

windmills, that it’s often the first fact people recall 

about the country. 

The Dutch built windmills for many centuries and 

to this day people globally travel to the Netherlands 

to seek out the history of their cultural relevance to 

the Dutch people. 

The ambience of this artwork transcends the logical 

and takes you into an emotive space of curiosity to 

be enjoyed at leisure. 

 

No 6 Summer Landscape in the Netherlands: 

original art with passé partout 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Watercolour on Cardboard 

Size: 42cm x 57cm 

 

 
 



 

 
 

Enthralled with tales of old, Selected EDGIC Artist 

Ivan Alexiev takes you into the journey of the Fear 

of the Knights in the Northern Woods. 

The knight explains that they are the “keepers of 

the sacred words “Nii” “Peng” and “Neee-Wom” 

The knights demand a sacrifice, and when Arthur 

states that he merely wishes to pass through the 

woods, the knight begins shouting “Nii” forcing the 

party to shrink back in fear. 

After this demonstration of their power, the head 

knight threatens to say “Nii” again unless the 

travellers appease them with a shrubbery, 

otherwise they shall never pass through the woods 

alive. 

 

No 7 Fear of the Knight in the Northern Wood: 

original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Pen and Ink on Cardboard 

Size: 47cm x 37cm 

 

 
 



 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Paying homage to the classic beauty of Bulgarian 

girls, Selected EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev honours 

the role women play in the Balkan society. 

 

Her secrets are kept close to her bosom as she 

keeps on with tasks at hand. 

 

Following the footsteps of tradition she makes no 

apology for being a woman as she stands tall with 

pride in her heritage. 

 

No 8 Beautiful Bulgarian Girl: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Silver Pencil on Paper 

Size: 75cm x 56cm 

 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Selected EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev pays homage 

to Martin Scorsese, American director, producer, 

screenwriter and film historian, whose career spans 

more than 50 years. 

 

Part of the new Hollywood wave of film-making, 

Martin Scorsese is widely regarded as one of the 

most significant and influential film-makers in 

cinematic history. 

In 1990, he founded the Film Foundation, a non-

profit organization dedicated to film preservation 

and in 2007 he founded the World Cinema 

Foundation.  

 

 

No 9 Martin Scorsese: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Mixed media, pastel, watercolour, crayons 

Size: 43cm x 33cm 

 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Selected EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev invites you 

into the world of the Balkans through his eyes. 

 

When the sun sets in the skies 

All fall under the spell of united dreams 

As the sun rises in the morn 

Refreshed and renewed all are invigorated 

With a will to achieve. 

Traipsing through the day ever caressed 

By the Balkan Mountains 

The menial becomes meaningful 

And as day follows night 

The past is made new 

 

 

No 10 A Landscape from the Balkans: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Tempera, watercolour on Cardboard 

Size: 67cm x 52cm 

 
 



 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Exploring European culture Selected EDGIC Artist 

Ivan Alexiev welcomes the Western World into the 

history of Churches in Europe. 

 

Through his artistic expression of the Sacred 

Church in European civilization that plays a very 

important role in the landscapes of most European 

Cultures, Ivan Alexiev stays true to his inner 

heritage. 

 

No 11 The Sacred Church: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Watercolour on Cardboard 

Size: 65cm x 48cm 

 
 



 

 
 

 

Transported into the world of a Bulgarian garden, 

Selected EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev alerts the 

viewer to the camaraderie and good spirits of the 

locals.   

 

The Bulgarian culture opens it’s doors to the 

curious and invites those who resonate to stay and 

embrace their welcome. 

 

Hardworking by day, yet playful at night their 

effervescent spirit is uplifted by the dance. 

Spurred on by the scent of the aroma wafting from 

the gardens fill their nostrils with joi de vive as they 

are released from the humdrum of daily life. 

 

No 12 A Bulgarian Garden: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Watercolour on Paper 

Size: 42cm x 30cm 

 

 

 
 



 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Historical references make their essence felt in 

Selected EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev’s art. 

 

Deep research into the fabric of life throughout 

Europe has seen his passion emerge as a valuable 

reminder of where we have come from and the 

potential of the value of human life in the here and 

NOW. 

 

No 13 an earth story: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Pastels, crayons and watercolour 

Size: 49cm x 37cm 

 

 



 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Imagine cosy firelight emitting a glowing light that 

frames the magnificent creation of the winter’s 

scene. 

Imagine snuggling into bed as the snow gently lulls 

you into sweet dreams. 

Imagine a day filled with fun and laughter as you 

take to the skis and explore the wonderland nature 

has provided. 

 

Selected EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev invites you 

into his world to carry memories and legacies for 

your family when you embrace this documented 

cycle of European life into your world. 

 

No 14 A Winters Scene: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Watercolour on Cardboard 

Size: 50cm x 65cm 

 
 



 

 
 
 

Selected Bulgarian EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev 

invites your awareness of the history of 

Constantinople. 

 

Istanbul is widely recognised as the name of 

Turkey’s most well known city, but it was not 

always that way, and even today some confusion 

over it’s proper name exists. 

  

The confusion is rooted in the various names the 

city assumed under the Ottomans in the centuries 

after their conquest of the city in 1453. 

 

No 15 Constantinople: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Watercolour on Paper 

Size: 40cm x 57cm 

 
 



 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Breathe a sigh of relief 

As you have made your way home 

Tempers frayed, as hope was lost 

And then 

On the horizon 2 boats appeared 

Amidst celebrations from those on shore 

 

Crew sobbed with joy as the Captain made the call 

Land ahoy 

 

Bulgarian Selected EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev 

takes the viewer back in time through history to 

honor ones who dared to explore where no man 

had gone before 

 

 

No 16 two boats at the bottom of the Horizon: 

original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Watercolour on Paper 

Size: 39cm x 34cm 
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Released into the lore of Three Bulgarian Kings 

Selected EDGIC Artist  Ivan Alexiev tells the tale of 

strength, courage and commitment to the task at 

hand. 

 

Planning, strategic moves are formed way into the 

dim hours of the morn. 

Exhausted yet exhilarated 

Sleep beckons as the dawn calls 

Horses drawn, regiments set 

The way forward happens 

Three Bulgarian Kings merge their skills 

to overcome adversaries. 

 

No 17 Three Bulgarian Kings: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Pencil on Paper 

Size: 40cm x 37cm 

 

 



 

 
 
 

 
 
 

It could be said that Selected EDGIC Artist Ivan 

Alexiev inspiration for Children in a Storm original 

art stemmed from the book Children of the Storm. 

 

Whether true or not, the reality is that the 

underlying premise of Children in a Storm holds 

mesmerizing influences that films are made of. 

 

Menacing yet titillating this artwork opens to a 

plethora of ideas that thrillers are made of. 

 

No 18 Children in a Storm: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Watercolour on Board 

Size: 37cm x 30cm 
 



 

 

In a part of town that is deemed as high society 

gatherings happen 

Drinks partaken 

Secrets spilled 

Business planned 

 

Backs are scratched 

Money changes hands 

The closed Society exists 

 

Selected EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev tells the story 

of a Closed Society club for your scrutiny. 

 

 

No 19 Closed Society Club: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Silver Pencil on Cardboard 

Size: 56cm x 71cm 

 



 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

The art Gallery of Selected EDGIC Artist of the 

week Ivan Alexiev reminds the viewer of a time in 

history when St George known as the Dragon 

Slayer formed a myth that lives in the vault of the 

collective consciousness. 

According to legend, St George was a Roman 

Soldier of Greek origin and officer in the Guard of 

Roman Emperor, Diocletian, who was sentenced to 

death for failing to recant his Christian faith. 

 

As a Christian martyr, he later became one of the 

most venerated saints in Christianity and was 

especially venerated by the Crusaders. 

 

 

No 20 St George: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Pen and Ink on Cardboard 

Size: 34cm x 24cm 

 

 
 



 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Selected EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev honors the 

tradition of Rubens style as he transcends through 

time the manifestation of No 21 a drawing after 

Rubens original art. 

Rubens is considered the most influential artist of 

Flemish Baroque tradition.  His highly charged 

compositions reference erudite aspects of classical 

and Christian history. 

His unique and immensely popular Baroque style 

emphasized movement, colour and sensuality, 

which followed the immediate dramatic artistic 

style promoted in the Counter-Reformation. 

Rubens specialized in making altarpieces, portraits, 

landscapes and history paintings of mythological 

and allegorical subjects. 

 

No 21 A drawing after Rubens: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Red Chalk on Paper 

Size: 34cm x 34cm 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 

Paris holds a calling card for lovers of life who 

appreciate the avante garde while filling up with 

the history of this great place. 

 

Ivan Alexiev Bulgarian Selected EDGIC Artist 

showcases the power of possibilities with his 

powerful colour palette of Paris.  He invites you 

into the world of those who call Paris home. 

 

No 22 Paris: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Tempera on Cardboard 

Size: 74cm x 56cm 

 
 



 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Overlooking the mountain lake on a storm filled 

day the air crackled with the power of nature. 
 

Reflecting on the balance of things 

It becomes obvious 

That to observe is not to experience. 

 

Charging forth mists from the lake 

Surrounded me as I gazed first to the heavens 

and then into the mountain lake. 

 

Looking back at me 

I see the power of reflection 

“as above so below” 

 

No 23 A Mountain Lake: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Watercolour on Paper 

Size: 25cm x 32cm 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Selected EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev tongue in 

cheek portrayal of “a closed society” opens the 

viewer to a range of emotions as the illusions of 

grandeur of these societies are shattered. 
 

The artist takes you on a voyage of introspection 

to question the value of these societies in the 

grandiose scheme of Patriarchal society. 

 

No 24 A closed Society is a historical reference 

point and a legacy to the world as balance of the 

Patriarchal and Matriarchal come into alignment 

for Peace and Harmony to be mankind’s natural 

reality in the 21st century. 

 

 

No 24 Closed Society Club: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Mixed media:  pastel, watercolour and crayons 

Size: 50cm x 37cm 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Inspired by his love of film and historical 

reference points Selected EDGIC Artist Ivan 

Alexiev showcases Russell Crowe as the Gladiator 

in the film of the same name. 

 

No 25 Russell Crowe from Gladiator: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Pencil on Paper 

Size: 34cm x 24cm 

 
 



 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Celebrated Australian Actor Nicole Kidman 

claimed Selected EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev 

attention as he validates her extraordinary career. 

 

No 26 Nicole Kidman: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Pencil on Paper 

Size: 35cm x 25cm 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Close attention to detail prioritizes Selected 

EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev attention as he 

marks the territory Byzantine Churches stamped 

on the European landscape. 

 

No 27 A Byzantine Church: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Graphic Ink on Paper 

Size: 37cm x 30cm 

 
 



 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

A tale is told of Warriors of old 

Documenting history is a passion of commitment 

of Selected EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev. 

This Bulgarian artist’s commitment to remember 

what has been overcome for people to live in 

dignity and harmony spurs him on to change 

lethargy into activism “we’re not taking this 

anymore” through powerful renditions of art 

designed to create conversations. 

And so it happens. 

Visionaries of the world embrace the lore to swell 

in their heartbeat for Peace to be experienced in 

the old countries. 

 

No 28 A panel from a Novel: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Pencil on Cardboard 

Size: 53cm x 38cm 

 
 



 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Intensely provocative in demanding attention to 

the plight of the People of the Balkans, Selected 

EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev makes no apologies in 

presenting the fear of atrocities that have been the 

experience of these stoic people of this area in 

Europe. 

 

Harnessing his deeply researched knowledge into 

the framework of No 29 A Tale of the Balkans, 

Ivan Alexiev showcases the value of art in 

bringing change to any community or culture. 

 

No 29 A Tale from the Balkans: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Pastels. Crayons, watercolour on Cardboard 

Size: 31cm x 42cm 

 
 



 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Paying homage to actor Johnny Depp Selected 

EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev acknowledges his 

power of commitment to his craft of his art. 

 

A stellar performance in off beat films has seen 

Johnny Depp’s following increase as they follow 

his career choices with avid curiosity.  

 

No 30 Johnny Depp: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Pastels, crayons on Paper 

Size: 36cm x 25cm 

 
 



 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

A self-portrait of the artist by the artist is a 

reminder that when persistence is the mainstay of 

construction the end of an era heralds in a new 

time frame. 

 

No 31 Self Portrait Ivan Alexiev: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Pencil on Paper 

Size: 50cm x 35cm 

 
 



 

 

Bulgarian Selected EDGIC Artist Ivan Alexiev 

introduces western society to: 

Yugoslavia, a Winter’s Tale: Imagination of the 

Balkans in the Travel Literature of Austrian 

writer Peter Handke. 

 

 The Power of knowledge gives freedom of 

inspiration to change what was and create new 

paradigms of living. 

 

 No 32 Winters Tale: original art 

ARTIST: Ivan Alexiev 

Silver Pencil on Paper 

 

Size: 70cm x 99cm 

 
 



 

 

EDGIC Artist: Ivan Alexiev 
 

EDGIC is thrilled to introduce you to our Artist Ivan Alexiev.  
Ivan Alexiev was the first artist selected by EDGIC Fine Art, Luxury & Media Corporation, LLC (EDGIC) to showcase his remarkable 

artistic talents.    
 
Ivan Alexiev is an artist whom will take you on an emotive voyage of discovery, one, which explores the many facets of history (European) 
while traveling the emotional depths of life and your soul.    

 
Just as his art will enraptured and inspire you, knowing his story will enthrall you as well. He was born in Thrace, Bulgaria, in the Balkans of 
Southern Europe, a land known for strong emotions, and strong passions of the soul.  

 
Ivan Alexiev's background was one that allowed him the opportunities to study the Classic Russian writers and  stories, that spiritual 

melancholy foundation that impacts your soul.  
It was through these studies, that Ivan also followed his other heartfelt passion: that of Film Making.  

 
 

Ivan Alexiev's art is highly sought after all around the globe.  
 

Today, one may find Ivan Alexiev working as a fine artist in Europe, or as a Concept Artist for various film productions in Hollywood.  
Many of Ivan Alexiev's art works are held in private collections located globally including Switzerland, Sweden, France, Austria, Denmark 

and the United Kingdom.  

Artist Page 

https://www.edgic.eu/ivan-alexiev.html


 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONTACT DETAILS 
 

Tetka Rhu 
CEO Arts & Media Divisions  
EDGIC Fine Art, Luxury & Media Corporation, LLC. (EDGIC) 

 

Art Division Website 
Email: tetkarhu@edgic.eu  

http://artists.edgic.eu/
mailto:tetkarhu@edgic.eu


 

 

 

 

 

 


